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TWO4SIX BLURS THE LINE BETWEEN PRIVATE OFFICE AND COLLABORATIVE SPACE
CHICAGO – June 15, 2015 – Nucraft today unveiled the Two4Six Collection at
NeoCon 2015. Two4Six includes two distinct, yet related, collections of individual
private office and meeting room furniture. A light scale and finely-crafted
design give the Two4Six Collection an elegant posture while its ultimate value is
realized through its seamless interplay with technology and its ability to maximize
real-estate efficiency.
“Ubiquitous technology, increasing demand for impromptu collaboration and
shrinking real-estate footprints are challenging organizations to do more with
less,” said Two4Six designer Joey Ruiter. “Two4Six allows you to do more with less
by blurring the line between the private office and collaborative space.”
Two4Six improves collaboration within the private office. Individuals can work
autonomously and leverage the same Two4Six desk to effectively collaborate
with one to three other individuals, without having to leave their office. The
versatility of Two4Six private office enhances real estate investment and reduces
stress on overbooked meeting rooms.
Two4Six meeting tables support short, impromptu meetings that take place in
small collaborative spaces. Available in a broad selection of surface material
and color options, Two4Six meeting tables include robust, yet inconspicuous,
power and data connectivity as well as Nucraft’s signature quality.
As an organization’s facility needs change over time, Two4Six provides long-term
flexibility. The same room can be transformed from an individual private office to
a small meeting room, or flex-space, using the same Two4Six furniture.
Two4Six is designed by Joey Ruiter.
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About Nucraft
Nucraft provides inspiring designs and custom capabilities to help designers deliver exacting fit,
finish and value in collaborative, private, reception and training spaces worldwide. Nucraft’s
award-winning products serve customers with imaginative solutions integrating technology and
flexibility into furniture in new and inventive ways. Founded in 1944, headquartered in Grand
Rapids Michigan, Nucraft remains family-owned and privately held. For more information visit:
http://nucraft.com
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